AESTHETICS

The sleek master station and modern stations provide an updated look while maintaining simplicity of use. With a smaller footprint, the system more easily blends into the environment.

AFFORDABILITY

With scalable options, the system can be designed to fit any budget, providing desirable features while maximizing efficiency.

FLEXIBILITY

The Tek-CARE120 is designed for simple installation, making it a perfect fit for new and retrofit installations. Stations are customizable, creating even more options for personalization.
Tek-CARE®120 is an aesthetically pleasing and surprisingly affordable nurse call system designed for easy installation and years of trouble-free operation in a variety of healthcare facilities, such as skilled nursing, senior living, assisted/independent living, urgent care, clinics, and ambulatory surgical centers. With the smaller, flexible touchscreen master and versatile wall stations, upgrading to the Tek-CARE120 provides facilities with a modern and discreet system.

The compact master stations can be either wall- or desk-mounted. The LCD touchscreen lists patient calls by priority in a pleasing display, and calls are annunciated via pleasant call tones to reduce institutional noise. A dome light may be connected directly to the master station to indicate the highest-priority call originating in the master’s zones.

Two-button pull-cord stations include inserts for use as emergency, code call, or bath stations—or create custom inserts. Buttons are backlit to ensure visibility in low light, and the washable pull cord can be left off. Optional water-resistant seals allow the stations to be used in showers, baths, or tub rooms.

The versatile options offered by the Tek-CARE120, combined with its simple installation, make it an easy and affordable fit for every facility. Re-use of existing wire and a wide variety of station options make it customizable to your budget and needs, ensuring cost savings. LED dome lights require minimal maintenance, and the manufacturer’s warranty protects your investment for up to 3 years.
Tek-CARE nurse call systems provide clinical staff with critical communications means and a pathway to more effectively focus their valuable time and energy on patient care. The Tek-CARE platform is a helpful reporting and analytics resource, allowing administration to access reports on workflow, rounding effectiveness, facility events, staffing, request detail and more.

Add the Tek-CARE® Appliance Server to easily integrate the Tek-CARE120 system with other nurse call systems, as well as a wide variety of building systems. The Tek-CARE Appliance Server supports many features, including pocket paging, reporting, remote event monitors, email output, Tek-CARE® TV App, and Tek-CARE Staff App for iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, and Android devices. Apple TVs with HDTVs display calls in a large format that’s visible from a distance. Our Tek-CARE Staff App enables iPhone, iPad, iPod touch devices (plus select paired smartwatches), and Android devices to display calls on the go, with selectable tone, vibrate, or flash notifications. Each device displays all calls in its assigned zones from all connected systems at once.

The Tek-CARE120 provides an easy upgrade path for many legacy nurse call systems. The Tek-CARE120 nurse call system is UL®1069 and UL®2560 Listed, cUL® Listed to CSA C22.2 No. 205, and RoHS Compliant.

**SYSTEM FEATURES**

- Touchscreen masters stations
- Two-button pull-cord stations
- Customizable buttons
- 1/4” jack call cord stations
- Duty stations
- Dome lights
- Simple wiring

Tek-CARE nurse call systems provide clinical staff with critical communications means and a pathway to more effectively focus their valuable time and energy on patient care. The Tek-CARE platform is a helpful reporting and analytics resource, allowing administration to access reports on workflow, rounding effectiveness, facility events, staffing, request detail and more.
Tek-CARE®120 Components

- Master station with wall mount bracket
- Master station with desk mount housing
- Central equipment module – stack or rack mount
- Room controller with dome light, 2 LED colors (shown off and on)
- Patient station, single ¼" jack
- Call cords
- Patient station, dual ¼" jacks
- Duty station with tone speaker
- Auxiliary input module provides 2 inputs capable of monitoring devices such as door contacts, security panel outputs, and more
- Customizable 2-button pull-cord station shown in 4 water-resistant configurations: call for help, code blue, check in / reset, and nurse icon pull-cord

Your TekTone Dealer

Tek-CARE® Staff App for iPhone, iPad, iPod touch and Apple TV® and Android devices

TekTone’s quality system is registered by UL® to the ISO 9001:2015 standard. (Reference #10001510.)
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